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As fiduciaries of our stakeholders’ assets, we adopt investment best practices on their behalf
including developing the appropriate tools to measure and understand the sources of our
funds’ performance.
To start, similarly to other investment managers and asset owners, we compare the funds
we offer to an appropriate “benchmark.”

What Is a Benchmark?
A benchmark is the baseline against which an investment’s performance is measured.
Benchmarks must represent an appropriate comparison to a particular investment.
For instance, the benchmark for Wespath’s U.S. Equity Fund (USEF)—a fund made up
of primarily U.S.-based publicly traded stocks—is the Russell 3000 Index (Russell 3000),
which represents about 98% of the capitalization of the U.S. market.

Benchmarking is a common practice in the investment industry, but not all benchmarking
methods are the same. Wespath and WII employ a unique approach to benchmarking
that carefully considers the impact of our fundamental Investment Beliefs, as well as
the investment philosophy of our external asset managers. This paper will explore this
approach and explain why it helps us analyze and report on fund performance.

Using Benchmarks to Measure Investment Performance
The Impact of Investment Beliefs and Philosophy
Our investment philosophies are grounded in ten Investment Beliefs that emphasize, among
other things, a long-term perspective, global diversification, active management in less
efficient markets and sustainability.1 These Beliefs are not just value statements; they
result in actual and intentional allocations across our investment strategies with a goal
of producing exceptional investment performance.
To further explain, we look again to USEF. Though this
fund is roughly comparable to its benchmark, the
Russell 3000, it does not attempt to exactly replicate
the index. Rather, the fund maintains what we refer
to as “strategic biases” implemented by Wespath—
intentional investment positions, or allocations, that
differentiate it from the Russell 3000 and reflect
Wespath’s philosophy and Beliefs.

We believe this
collaborative structure
helps us attain strong
performance by combining
our investment philosophy
with the best-in-class research,
data and talent of our
asset managers.

For example, USEF has a strategic bias to small- and
mid-sized company stocks. This means that USEF
intentionally invests a higher proportion in small- and mid-sized publicly traded companies,
as compared to the Russell 3000’s allocation to small- and mid-sized companies.
Wespath implemented this strategic bias because, based on the Active Management
Investment Belief, we think that small- and mid-sized companies represent a unique
opportunity for active managers to identify securities with greater potential to produce
excess returns. In other words, we believe that the return potential associated with the
active management of the small- and mid-sized company stocks is greater over the
long-term compared to active management in the large-cap sector.
To implement this strategic bias in USEF, Wespath thoughtfully engages industry-leading
external asset managers for specific strategies, or areas of the market where these
asset managers have demonstrated expertise. USEF then assembles a set of portfolios
managed by these external asset managers and allocates a larger portion of the overall
fund to these managers.
It is important to note, however, that these asset managers make their own individual
security selection decisions. Hence, at any point in time, the fund’s overall allocation to
small- and mid-sized companies can fluctuate.
Therefore, Wespath’s manager allocation decisions and our external asset managers’
security selection decisions each play a key role in how the fund performs relative to its
benchmark.

Two Key Players in Fund Performance
1. Wespath and WII: Choose what individual strategies comprise the fund and what
weight—or ratio to the fund’s total assets—is assigned to the strategies within the fund.
The selected strategies and weights cause an intentional tilt away from the fund’s
benchmark, creating strategic biases.
2. Asset Managers: Use their resources and investment expertise to structure portfolios
based on their chosen strategies. To measure their success, we assign an appropriate
benchmark—which may be different than the fund’s overall benchmark—to each of
the asset managers.

We believe this collaborative structure helps us attain strong performance by combining
our investment philosophy with the best-in-class research, data and talent of our asset
managers.
1

Wespath and WII each employ Investment Beliefs approved by their respective boards of directors. Wespath’s Investment Beliefs
are available here. WII’s Investment Beliefs can be found here.
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Using Benchmarks to Measure Investment Performance
The Challenge of Performance Attribution
Our collaborative approach for fund management creates
a few interesting challenges. Notably, it can be difficult to
attribute the source of returns to any one player. This is
because the returns generated by the funds can be a result
of both Wespath’s strategic biases and our asset managers’
security selection decisions.
Assume, for example, that USEF outperformed the Russell
3000 by three percentage points (3%) over the past year.
We would ask: Is this outperformance a result of Wespath’s
decisions (i.e., strategic biases), or did strong security selection
decisions by the fund’s external asset managers lead to
excess returns?

What Is a Mandate Benchmark?

A mandate benchmark is a unique custom benchmark created
based on the weighted average of all the individual underlying
asset managers’ benchmarks. Its primary purpose is to help us
understand the value added from Wespath’s strategic decisions
irrespective of the managers’ investment decisions.

To address this question, we look beyond the fund benchmark
and implement our “mandate benchmark” methodology.

To demonstrate how we apply the mandate benchmark
methodology to performance attribution, we will use a
hypothetical Wespath fund called the AB Fund.
Figure 1 shows how the AB Fund has allocated to the
underlying asset managers, in this case Manager A and
Manager B. In the third column we see each manager’s
unique benchmark.
As previously described, the mandate benchmark is
comprised of the asset managers’ benchmarks at the
assigned weights within the fund. In this case, AB Fund’s
mandate benchmark is a 60%/40% blend of the Russell
1000 Index and the Russell 2000 Index.

FIGURE 1

AB Fund: Benchmark = Russell 3000 Index
Weight

Benchmark Indices

Manager A

60%

Russell 1000 Index

Manager B

40%

Russell 2000 Index

This blend differs from the actual Russell 3000, which remains the benchmark for the overall AB Fund. The difference
between the fund Russell 3000 benchmark and the custom mandate benchmark is crucial; it reflects our strategic biases,
representing our fundamental Investment Beliefs.
The mandate benchmark combines all of the benchmarks of the fund managers and does not equal the fund benchmark.
Wespath will judge the success of the individual asset managers based on their own investment selection decisions relative
to their individual benchmarks. The difference between the fund performance and the mandate benchmark represents
the success of our asset managers’ security selection decisions.
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Using Benchmarks to Measure Investment Performance
Applying the Use of the Mandate Benchmark
To illustrate the mandate benchmark concept in practice, we again use the hypothetical AB Fund introduced in Figure 1.
In Figure 2a, we see the AB Fund has returned 8.0% for the year, whereas the Russell 3000 returned 5.0% for the same period.
Therefore, AB Fund outperformed its benchmark by 3.0%.

FIGURE 2A

FIGURE 2B

Excess Return
Fund/Benchmark

Impact of Asset Manager’s Security Selection
2019 Return %

Fund/Benchmark

AB Fund

8.0%

AB Fund

Russell 3000

5.0%

Mandate Benchmark

Difference

+ 3.0%

This simple illustration does not, however, reveal the
true contributors to this outperformance. For that,
let us move on to Figure 2B.

(60%/40% blend of Russell 1000
Index and Russell 2000 Index)

Difference

2019 Return %

8.0%
3.5%
+ 4.5%

In Figure 2b, we compare AB Fund to its mandate
benchmark. We notice that the mandate benchmark
returned 3.5% for the same period. AB Fund
outperformed the mandate benchmark by 4.5%.

FIGURE 2C

Impact of Wespath’s Strategic Biases
Fund/Benchmark

Mandate Benchmark

2019 Return %

(60%/40% blend of Russell 1000
Index and Russell 2000 Index)

3.5%

Russell 3000

5.0%

Difference

- 1.5%

In Figure 2c, we compare the mandate benchmark
to the Russell 3000. Here we see that the mandate
benchmark underperformed the Russell 3000
by 1.5%.

(continued on next page)
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Using Benchmarks to Measure Investment Performance
Applying the Use of the Mandate Benchmark (continued)
To recap, we know that AB Fund outperformed the Russell 3000 by 3%. We are looking to explain and understand further the
outperformance. Let us remember our two key statements on performance attribution from above.
The difference between the Russell 3000 and the mandate benchmark is crucial; it is where our strategic biases are reflected.
Where the fund performance differs from the mandate benchmark is where our asset managers’ security selection decisions are reflected.

The difference between the mandate benchmark and AB Fund’s benchmark, the Russell 3000, was -1.5%. In this hypothetical example,
our intentional strategic biases negatively affected performance relative to the fund’s benchmark.
However, the difference between AB Fund’s actual performance and the mandate benchmark was +4.5%. Regardless of our overall
“strategic bias” allocations, the individual security selection decisions of our asset managers positively affected relative performance.
By separating this analysis into two elements, we are able to better understand the contributors to performance. This improved
understanding helps us in our ability to assess and manage investment strategies over the long-term.

Mandate Benchmark—The Right Choice for Wespath
As a fiduciary and steward of our investors’ assets, we seek to align our investment program
with investment best practices. One such practice is developing the methodology required
to effectively evaluate our investments’ performance. Due to our collaborative investment
approach that leverages our own Investment Beliefs and the investment decisions of our
industry-leading asset managers, we use a mandate benchmark, which has proven to be a
vital tool to measure success.
Wespath and WII are dedicated to the goals of our pension plan participants and institutional
investors, and we intend to continue utilizing tools that help us best serve them.

About WBI

Wespath Benefits and Investments (Wespath) is a not-for-profit agency that
has been serving The United Methodist Church (UMC) for over a century. In
accordance with its fiduciary duties, Wespath administers benefit plans and,
together with its subsidiaries, including Wespath Institutional Investments,
invests over $25 billion in assets on behalf of over 100,000 participants and
over 130 United Methodist-affiliated institutions (as of September 30, 2020).
Wespath funds invest in a sustainable manner that supports long-term value
creation while having a positive impact on the environment and society and
upholding the values of the UMC. Wespath maintains the largest reporting
faith-based pension fund in the world.

wespath.org

About WII

Wespath Institutional Investments (WII) is a not-for-profit subsidiary of
Wespath Benefits and Investments (Wespath), a general agency of The United
Methodist Church (UMC). WII provides investment solutions for institutional
investors related to the UMC, including foundations, children’s homes, older
adult facilities, higher education institutions and healthcare organizations.
WII offers diversified global exposure to its world-class investment managers
through a family of daily priced funds. WII’s investment process proactively
incorporates the consideration of environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors into investments across asset classes and in the selection of
external asset managers.

wespath.com
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